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weeks left
Women’s soccer falls to rival
Senior Seattle University defender Jordan Salisbury heads the ball as Gonzaga’s Ali
Ohashi looks on during their game at Championship Field on Oct. 1. Gonzaga went




As the time rolled around for the women’s soccer team
_
J_i»| jl II to face-off against Gonzaga University last Friday in the
OwClllIC? highly anticipated match, so did the clouds. Thankfully,
the rain stayed home and the sun cast a heavenly glow on
2 ChampionshipField. The stage was set, rivalry tensions werehigh in this Jesuit vs. Jesuit game, and the Redhawk fans
were perched in their seats in support and led
t
by RedZone. Boasting a record of 8-3 in league
f
games, in contrast to the Bulldogs 5-4, Seattle
w University was favored to beat Gonzaga in the Hnfll
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Amanda Knox returned to Seattle
Tuesday evening after her acquittal on
Monday, fighting back tears as she ad-
dressed more than 100 members of the
media in a brief press conference.
Knox returned to her native
Washington after spending four
years in an Italian prison after she
and her former boyfriend, Raffaele
Sollecito, were convicted of mur-
dering Knox’s roommate, Meredith
Kercher. Both were acquitted Monday
when the Italian appeals court threw
My family is the most important thing for
me right now.
Amanda Knox
out the conviction after determin- case will affect future study abroad
ing DNA evidence used in the trial students remain,
was inconclusive. In 2009, the study abroad pro-
The next step for the former gram at the UW toId scactfcpi.com
University of Washington stu- that the department would strength-
dent will be to reassimilate into en guidelines for international pro-
American life. grams. The rules that were
“My family is the most important added included a require- B|■■■
thing for me right now. I just want ment that the department HjpK
to go and be with them*” said Knox chair must sign off on the
Puppet show preview
Copy Mart sued
during the press conference at SeaTac
International Airport.
Kercher’s family, however, is left
unsatisfied with the acquittal.
“If those two are not the guilty
parties, then who are the guilty peo-
ple?” said Lyle Kercher, brother of the
Victim, to the Associate Press.
Rudy Hermann Guede was also
convicted in the killing and has not
been acquitted, though his lawyer
plans to seek a retrial.
As the victim’s family comes to
terms with the acquittal and the
Knox family welcomes their daugh-
ter home, questions about how this















Redhawk-UPass arrives at SU
Youth Initiative gets $75,000 grant
: i (•
2
Copy Mart sued for copyright infringement
The owners of discount printer Copy Mart, on the corner of Madison and East Seneca, are being sued by several academic publication companies for copyright infringement.
The lawsuit was filed on May 2 and may have an impact on Seattle University students and faculty who previously used the business’ discount copying service.
Sam Kettering
Senior Staff Writer
Copy Mart has long provided inexpensive repro-
graphic services to Seattle University students and fac-
ulty. Now, however, those services may be jeopardized
as the business faces legal action for alleged copyright
infringement. The American Psychological Association,
Pearson Education Inc. and Sage Publication Inc. fded
a lawsuit against Copy Mart owners Rodney V. Chappie
and Veronica de Sarem on May 2 of this year.
The lawsuit alleges that Copy Mart’s employees par-
ticipated in copyright infringement underUnited States
Code Title 17, Chapter Five, Section 501 (17:501).
Under Title 17:501, “Anyone who violates any of the
exclusive rights of the copyright owner...or of the au-
thor...or who imports copies...into the United States...
is an infringer of the copyright or right of the author.”
The lawsuit alleges that Copy
Mart’s employees participated
in copyright infringment.
De Sarem declined to comment on the lawsuit.
The legal action taken by the plaintiffs may affect
professors and students who previously used Copy Mart
as an alternative to SUpercopy.
Though few students may be aware of the finer points
of Seattle U’s copyright policy, available in full on its
website, it frequently intersects with their lives.
“Each member of the University community agrees
to be responsible to clear copyright— that is, to make
the spectator
news
a determination of lawfulness before using materials
authored by others,” the policy states. “Unlawfully ‘us-
ing’ materials authored by others means illegitimately
exercising the exclusive rights of copyright holders.”
If [faculty] decide to go somewhere
else, it is their responsibility to
adhere to Seattle U’s policy.
Doug Duncan
Associate University Counsel
Luke Ware, copyright policy coordinator for the
university copying service SUpercopy, estimated that
professors used SUpercopy to create around 60 course
packets for fall quarter of the 2011-2012 school year.
In accordance with Seattle U’s copyright policy, all of
the materials that went into the course packets needed
to be approved by each individual publisher. Ware rou-
tinely helps professors gain permission to print selected
excerpts ofcopyrighted material. According to Ware, the
first time a faculty member prints material in a course
pack, so long as it is “short and qualifies for fair use,” it
is free. Under the policy, permissions need to be cleared
for subsequent printings of material.
Depending on the publisher, this process usually
takes six to eight weeks.
“If [faculty members] decides to go somewhere else,
it is their responsibility to make sure they adhere to
Seattle University’s policy and follow the guidelines,”
said associate university counsel Doug Duncan.
In addition to printed materials, the policy also
applies to illegal music, movie, television show and
electronic book downloading. Plagiarism, in which
students copies another individual’s work and passes it
off as their own, also constitutes as infringement under
the university’s policy. “Infringing uses of copyrighted
works and other violations of the policy, the law, or the
guidelines are grounds for disciplinary action by the
University,” according to Seattle U’s copyright policy.
“Members of the community who willfully violate this
policy...do so at their own risk, assume all liability,
and must indemnify the University for loss or damage
resulting from their unlawful action.”
If a copyright holder files a lawsuit against a Seattle
U faculty member, and the university determines the
lawsuit is unjust, it will provide legal assistance to the
The legal action may affect
professors and students who
previously used Copy Mart.
faculty member. Duncan believes Seattle U community
members should adhere to the university’s copyright
policy, which also serves as a starting point for further
copyright law research, for reasons besides a fear of
legal reprisals.
"It’s the ethical thing to do,” he said.
According to Duncan, if someone is found guilty of
copyright infringement the federal government allows
for penalties of up to $30,000 per non-willful violation
and up to $150,000 for each willful violation.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-spectator.com
Sofia Jaramillo | TheSpectator
su-spectator.com/news
Knox return raises foreign exchange concerns
llSIBli program, students must have
■MpH insurance and a cell phone,
among others. Faculty tak-
If those two are not the
guilty parties, then who
are the guilty people?
Lyle Kercher
Meredith Kercher’s brother
ing students abroad must go through
Students gather for annual Mass of the Holy Spirit
Right: Hundreds of Seattle University students attend the annual Mass of the Holy Spirit, for which morning classes were cancelled. Top Left: Father Sundborg closes the
Mass of the Holy Spirit with a final prayer before leading a procession back to campus. Bottom Left: Student Sara Hoverstad administers communion during the ceremony at
Immaculate Conception Parish on Thursday, Sept. 29.
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mandatory training.
Loyola University conducted a poll at
its Rome campus earlier this year, report-
ing that 47 percent of the 800 American
students surveyed said the Amanda Knox
case had affected them as they consid-
ered studying abroad. But in an inter-
view with The Spectator earlier this year,
Gina Lopardo, the interim director of
Education Abroad, expressed surprise at
Loyola’s study.
According to the Education Abroad
office, more than 500 Seattle University
students study abroad in 45 countries
each year, but there isn’t any data to in-
dicate that the Amanda Knox case has
Sy Bean | The Spectator
Sy Bean | The Spectator
altered any student’s plans.
“I’ve been in the field of internation-
al education for about 12 years and the
common fears tend to be basic and have
Questions remain about how
this case will affect future
study abroad students.
to do with what directly relates to them:
not knowing others on the program, be-
ing far away from home [and significant
relationships], being away from home too
long, not knowing the language, livingwith
a host family, not having enough time dur-
ing the quarter/semester to travel, just to
name a few,” said Lopardo. “I find students
don’t always think in depth enough to iden-
tify what their fears may be. Usually there’s
the excitement of the experience that over-
rides the fear factors. That’s what our job
is...help them think more deeply about what
they want out of a study abroad program.
We like to ask students what they want to
learn versus where they want to go.”
Frances may be reached at
editor@su-spectator.com
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Say goodbye to the ORCA card, and
hello to the new Redhawk-UPass that pro-
vides students and faculty access to public
transportation at a reduced rate.
“This pass provides $1,500 of transit
access for $300 for the entire year,” said
Mike Sletten, director of the.Department
of Public Safety. “The card can be used
during holiday breaks and summer vaca-
tion too.”
The Redhawk-UPass can be purchased
for an entire year or on a quarterly basis.
The Metro systems, the City of Seattle
and Seattle U are all working together to
make this Redhawk-UPass possible.
“[The Redhawk-UPass] works with
King, Pierce, Snohomish and Kitsap




students on Cap Hill
Drew Budge
Volunteer Writer
Since it opened in August, The
ChieftainIrish Pub and Restaurant
hascapitalized on its connection to
Seattle University. The Chieftain
has the distinction of being the
closest bar to Seattle U’s campus.
It has found a receptive clientele in
Seattle U students—thebar is full
even on a Wednesday afternoon.
Passers-by in the early summer
months, for instance, may have
noticed a sign proclaiming the bar
“Seattle University’s Home for a
Pint!” They haveRedhawk banners,
Redhawk drinks, and Redhawk
pride, but what they don’t have is
Redhawk discounts or happy hour
deals for Seattle U students. This
is inconsistent with owners Peter
and Adrianna Johnsons first bar,
University District staple Finn
MacCool’s, which offers a dis-
count to UniversityofWashington
students with the presentation
Seattle U students will
be given a 20 percent
discount at Elliott Bay.
of a Husky Card. According to
University ofWashington junior
Caitlin Jacques, that is the norm
in the University District.
“[The HuskyCard] is a good
deal. It links to students’ meal
plans, and it gets them discounts at
a lot of restaurants,” said Jacques.
She proceeded to rattle off an
impressive list of locations, in-
cluding an assortment of teriyaki
restaurants, the Chipotle chain of
Mexican restaurants and its noted
competitor, the nearby Memo’s
Mexican restaurant. However, this
kind of perk-based direct market-
ing is yet to be adopted by many
Capitol Hillbusinesses. Currendy,
the spectator
the list of establishments catering
specifically to Seattle U students
remains limited. While the UW
boasts enormous enrollment num-
bers, causing nearby businesses to
rely on and market aggressively
to students, Seattle U remains
largely (but not totally) unnoticed
by Capitol Hill business owners.
Several businesses along 12th Ave.,
including Ginger Lime and the
University Market Deli, have of-
fered student deals for years. Elliott
Bay Book Company also recently
unveiled a new deal.
Seattle U students will be given
a 20 percent discount at Elliott
Bay through the end of October,
according to store manager
Tracy Taylor.
“The response has been good.
It’s mostly been spread by word of
mouth,” said Taylor.
Although Elliott Bay cannot
boast the array oftextbooks avail-
able at Seattle Us bookstore, this
discount renders the store’s prices
on other texts competitive when
compared to online sellers, and
aggressively undercuts the prices
available on campus.
A few other businesses offer
like Old School Frozen
Custard which gives 10 percent
discounts to Seattle U students,
but a comprehensive list has yet
to becompiled.
When asked whether the dis-
count will be repeated or even
made a permanent feature, Taylor
was unsure.
“We’re going to assess the situa-
tion,” she said. “We’ll decide what
to do at the end ofOctober.”
And whilethediscount current-
ly undergoing itstrial run at Ellibtt
Bay Book Co. mayultimately prove
temporary, if will ideally inspire
other businesses which rely in part
on students’ dollars to introduce
similar targeted marketing.
Drew may be reached at
budgea@seattleu.edu
news
County transit systems, as well as the
Sounder Train, Light Rail and Sounder
Transit buses (inter-county transit),” stated
the Redhawk-UPass’s online ordering form
available through Public Safety’s website.
The ferry system is connectable for
the Redhawk-UPass as well, but only if a
student requests it for his or her specific
card.
So far, The Redhawk-UPass has been a
success.
“Approximately 350 students have pur-
chased the pass already, along with around
550 faculty and staffwho are also using the
[Redhawk-UPass],” Sletten said.
The creators of the Redhawk-UPass are
already looking towards the future, in hopes
of adding new modes of transportation
that are in development when they are up
and running.
“We are hoping that the First Hill Street
Car that will come from the International
District and stop on Broadway will be added
to the Redhawk-UPass when production is
done in around 18 months,” Sletten said.
The University District Light Rail that
will run to Capitol Hill could also be added
Gay theologian speaks out
Olivia Johnson
Staff Writer
Fr. James Alison, one of only
a “handful” of gay Catholic theo-
logians, spoke Monday about the
prevailing sense of homophobia
in the Catholic church and how
the issue can be combated to-
day, in an event sponsored by
Campus Ministry, the Triangle
Club and OMA.
“Fr. Alison was able to speak
across our isolated areas of life







hope for students,” said Nicholas
Coffman, chapel coordinator and
campus minister. “The purpose
of the event was to build com-
munity and welcome students.”
The British-born Alison, a
member of the clergy since age
18, began by addressing the his-
tory ofhomosexuality in Europe
and how it was viewed in the
church, then moved into a dis-
cussion of contemporary debate
on the issue. He noted that,
before the 16th century, many
groups in Europe were divided
along gendered lines, with the
two groups barely interacting
with one another.
“When the idea of hetero-
sexuality began emerging, this
was mega-weird in the West,”
said Alison.
He continues that it wasn’t
until the beginning of the 16th
century that homosexuality be-
gan to be viewed as “odd,” a
type of “othering” that would
to the Redhawk-UPass with assistance from
the Light Rail.
When Seattle U was first constructing
the concept of this Redhawk-UPass in
1994, the University ofWashington was
looking to get a program like the Redhawk-
UPass started as well. Though both univer-
This pass provides $1,500
of transit access for $300
for the entire year.
Mike Sletten
Director, Public Safety
sities offer the pass now, they each made
different decisions concerning students who
get access to it.
“As opposed to other institutions where
all students have access to the pass and re-
ceive it on their billing, Seattle University
wanted students to be able to choose if
they would need and utilize the pass for
continue to grow into the
19th century.
He cites Evelyn Hooker’s
1957 study “The Adjustment
of the Male Overt Homosexual”
as one of the turning points in
this type of thinking. Her study
demonstrated that, according to
Alison, “there is no link between
screwed-up-ness and sexuality
and that we are all as screwed
up as each other.”
This type of post-World War
II trend has continued, estab-
lishing the belief that homo-
sexuality is not a social problem
that can be solved, but simply a
“non-pathological variant with-
in the human condition, like
left-handedness.”
Alison niade clear distinctions
between the views of the laity
and the views of the Catholic
hierarchy post-World War II,
and points to the fact that while
issues like gay marriage have
been openly adopted in heavily
Catholic countries, church of-
ficials have been slow to bring
about open dialogues in address-
ing the issue.
“It puts the church in the
rather difficult position of living
50 years out ofdate,” Alison said.
“In the last 50 to 60 years we’ve
had a collapse of the ‘Don’t Ask,
Don’t Tell’ policy in lay society,
but not the church hierarchy.”
To help combat this prevail-
ing sense of homophobia in
Catholic hierarchy, Alison is
quick to point out the church’s
own teachings which can be uti-
lized to help fight this attitude.
He looks to the Catholic idea
that “Grace Perfects Nature,”
or the idea that followers of the
faith can flourish where they are
in life. However, for this to hap-
pen, church authorities must go
beyond a negative view ofhomo-
sexuality to accept the idea that
homosexuality is not a defect in
social behavior before “flourish-
ing” can happen. .
Alison points to the fact that
many lay Catholics today have
themselves,” Sletten said. “Students can
opt-in on their own choice if the program
fits best for them.”
Among these students who have al-
ready purchased the Redhawk-UPass is
Vanessa Gutierrez, a junior commuting
from Tacoma. She purchased a Redhawk-
UPass to take the transit to and from school
everyday.
“I would have had to pay $177 each
month for a similar pass, but I only have
to pay $100 for the whole quarter,” said
Gutierrez. “My two-hour commute goes
through threecounties, so I would be hav-
ing to pay a whole lot more if I did not
have the pass.”
There is also no limit on the Redhawk-
UPass, so cardholders do not need to worry
about running low or refilling it.
“The pass is easy and convenient to use,”
Gutierrez said. “I would recommend this
pass to others who do not have a car. Even if
they are not commuting, but just traveling
around Seattle a lot.”
Ashley may be reached at
aroe@su-spectator.com
already embraced this idea,
shown in the legalizing of gay
marriage in places like Brazil,
Mexico and even New York.
“They understand the idea
that ‘Ifthat’s what they are, they
must be the best of what they
are,’ and can see the reality of
what that means,” Alison said.
Alison also challenges future
generations to better understand
what same-sex marriage means in
a Catholic setting, and what the
“shape of God’s blessing,” means
in that setting.
While Alison acknowledges
that change will only come about
at a slow pace to the hierarchy, he
notes the “marked change of the
past 15 years” and hopes that the
conversation is able to develop in






Coffman echoes Alison’s sen-
timents, hoping that people, es-
pecially in the United States, will
continue to engage in a discus-
sion that recognizes the openness
of the Catholic faith, and that it
emphasizes a gospel of love.
“It’s a matter of time before the
church recognizes that we have a
responsibility to be in partner-
ship with our homosexual broth-
ers and sisters and be bound up
in their own flourishing, because
their flourishing is bound up in
ours. We are no longer the us and
them, we are now we.”
Due to time constraints,
representatives of Campus
Ministry could not be reached
for comment.






counselor at the Embassy of Iraq in
Washington D.C., made his first-ever
visit to Seattle last Wednesday to urge
Washington states private sector to in-
vest in Iraq’s developing infrastructure.
In 2007 and 2008, Al-Hassan served as
the Foreign Relations Advisorto the Iraqi
Prime Minister.
David Hamod, president and CEO
of the National U.S.-Arab Chamber of
Commerce, has been accompanying Al-
Hassan on his tour, and the two ofthem
have been givingpresentations across the
U.S. to demonstrate why American com-
panies should consider doing business in
the Middle East.
“This is an initiative to carry the mes-
sage to Americans outside the beltway,”
said Hamod, “and an extraordinary op-
portunity for people to learn firsthand
about the commercial situation between
the United States and Iraq.”
According to Hamod and Al-Hassan,
Iraq’s security situation is becoming more
and more manageable and they have been
conveying to potential investors that Iraq
is a safe place to do business.
“It’s also an opportunity,” added
Hamod, “to set the record straight about
the conditions in Iraq and to clear up
any misconceptions.
It was Hamod who kicked off the
presentation at the Discovery Institute
in Seattle on Wednesday. Currently, the
top 10 states that export goods to Iraq
are Texas, South Carolina, California,
Arkansas, Alabama, Ohio, Louisiana,
New York, Oregon and Georgia.
“Oregon made the top 10,” said
Hamod. “What’s wrong with this
picture? If Oregon can do it, then so
can you.”
Last year Oregon exported $51.83
million worth of goods to Iraq while
Washington only exported $7.63 million
worth. Washington’s contributions to the
Arab world currently include transpor-
tation equipment, agricultural products,
computer and electronic products, non-
electrical machinery, and food and kin-
dred products. The U.S.-Arab Chamber
of Commerce expects Washington to
Ashley Roe
Staff Writer
The Seattle University Youth
Initiative (SUYT), an organization
that focuses on helping the youth
in the Bailey Gatzert neighbor-
hood, has recently received two
large grants that will aid in mak-
ing the future plans for the area
become a reality.
The $75,000 grant from Target
will go towards new programming
at Bailey Gatzert Elementary,
which aims to develop reading
skills that children should be
learning in their early years.
“The Redhawk Reading Corps
will be started with the money
from these grants,” said Kent Koth,
directorof the Center for Service
and Community Engagement and
SUYI. “In this program, under-
graduates will be able to tutor the
students of Bailey Gatzert in small
October 5, 2011
Official says safer Iraq is good investment for Wash.
SUYI receives $75,000 grant from Target
groups
and one-on-one settings.”
With this money, SUYI will be
focusing more efforts on helping
educate the parents and adults in
the area.
“Our goal is to be a pipeline
of support for -the neighborhood,
for both students and their par-
ents,” Koth said. “Through this
grant, we are hoping to start a
Hope University where parents
can participate in workshops to
learn about healthcare and how
to support their students.”
The $10.27 million Seattle
Housing Authoring grant will be
giving a portion of the money to
SUYI. Though the amount has not
yet been confirmed.
“The majority of funds we
receive will go towards rebuild-
ing Yesler Terrace and the sur-
rounding neighborhood,” Koth
said. “A small portion will
be going towards supporting
education, though.”
Aside from the grants, SUYI
has made a personal donation to
Bailey Gatzert.
eventually be among the top five export-
ers to the country.
“Iraq was disengaged from the world
for almost three decades,” explained Al-
Hassan when he took the podium.
Hamod described the multiple areas
in need ofsupport, spending most of his
time on the financial, health, tourism and
commerce sectors. The financial sector
is composed primarily of two national
banks, Rafidain and Rasheed, which ac-
count for 90 percent ofall banking as-
sets in the country. Only 36 banks in the
country are run by private companies.
Al-Hassan and Hamod are looking
to increase that number. According to
one of Al-Hassan’s PowerPoint slides,
Iraq requires a network qf around 3,000
branches, and right now they only
have 900.
The presentation also called for more
private hospitals to supplement the over-
crowded government health clinics.
The potential for tourism was another
point on the list. Al-Hassan suggested
that Iraq hosts several events that could
easily become as popular as the Super
Bowl is in the United States.
However, from an American inves-
tor’s point ofview, the day-to-day safety
concerns might still serve as a deterrent.
An influx of tourism might not be as im-
minent as Al-Hassan has suggested.
Negative press—like last Friday,
when the New YorkTimes reported that
a car bomb had gone off at funeral just
60 miles south of Baghdad—may still
serve as a deterrent to tourists. The ar-
ticle stated that even though “officials
claim success in stabilizing Iraq, ran-
dom attacks and assassinations are still
daily occurrences.”
Despite these kinds of reports,
Al-Hassan wants to assure American
businesses that the safety situation
is improving.
“I look at history as something to
learn from and not something to live
in,” he said. “I think we are learning. We
know our weaknesses, .and we know of
challenges down the road.”
Ultimately, however, it will be up to
the American investors to decide.
Cameron may be reached at
cdrews@su-spectator.com
“Instead ofrecycling our three-
year-old computers, we donated
40 of them to Bailey Gatzert since
their computers were 12 years
old,” Koth said.
The children at Bailey Gatzert
put those computers to good use
at the after-school partnership pro-
gram that SUYI has in place there.
Over 120 Seattle U students vol-
unteer to help the 90 children who
attend throughout the week.
“Our main focus of the after-
school program is the Brain Train,
which is a class rotation cycle for
first graders between math, English,
homework, art and computers,”
saidEddie Lincoln, the school suc-
cess coordinator at Bailey Gatzert.
Eddie’s job focuses on connecting
students with educational oppor-
tunities that would not typically
be available to them.
“The after-school program
works with what the students
learn duringregular school hours,”
Lincoln said. “These sessions are
Sofia Jaramillo | The Spectator
Naufel Al-Hassan, commercial counselor at the Embassy of Iraq, urges Washington state busi-
nesses to invest in an Iraq, which he says are profitable and saferthan everbefore at the Discovery
Institute event on Sept. 28, 2011.
formulated to equip students with
what they will need to know in the
long run.”
The kids at Bailey Gatzert are
riot the only ones walking away .
from the after-school programs
having learned new information.
“Service learning exposes
students to situations that they
may not
think about otherwise”,
Lincoln said. “Students at Seattle
University are able to understand
poverty better when they see
children affected by it, likewise
they are able to get a greater un-
derstanding of life by seeing it
first hand.”
A group of students were
partaking in service learning
before this school year even
started, at the SUYI summer
immersion program.
“Fourteen freshmen participat-
ed in a two-day immersion that
educated them about the Youth
Initiative and their surrounding
community,” said Rosie Garibaldi,
news
a senior at Seattle U and one of the
immersion facilitators.
The immersion consisted of
having meals with the kids atBailey
Gatzert Elementary School, help-
ing at the after-school program at
the Yesler Community Center, and
doing service learning projects at
the St. Francis House or Volunteer
Chore Services.
Freshmen also had the oppor-
tunity to give back once again dur-
ing the first weekend ofschool at
Serve Seattle, where environmen-
tal clean-ups were done at Beacon
Hill’s Cheasty Greenspace and
Yesler Terrace
“This Serve Seattle at Yesler
Terrace is exactly what the Youth
Initiative is all about”, said
Garibaldi. “I hope students be-
come more aware and engaged in
the community we are involved in
through volunteering like this.”




Campus Ministry takes on Obama’s challenge
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
The combined efforts of
Campus Ministry and Seattle
University Youth Initiative (SUYI)
make for a dedicated and enthu-
siastic team as they participate
in President Barack Obama’s
Interfaith Challenge.
Seattle U joined more than
300 colleges last week to partici-
pate in Obama’s Interfaith and
Community Service Campus
Challenge. The year-long inter-
faith challenge is a project through
which college students from all re-
ligious backgrounds can give back
to local neighborhoods in need.
In the tradition of the politically
active college students of the six-
ties and seventies who were “at the
forefront of solving our nation’s
greatest challenges,” Obama called
today’s universities to make a dif-
ference through interfaith com-
munity service.
The challenge is personalized to
fit each university’s location, de-
mographic and goals. The project
is supported by Campus Ministry,
the Center for Service and Fr.
Stephen Sundborg, S.J. The service
Catholic teachers denied unemployment insurance
Katie Gilbert
Volunteer Writer
In 2009 SeanTaeschner, a teach-
er at St. Paul Elementary School,
was fired and denied unemploy-
ment insurance due to policies of
the Archdiocese ofSeattle.
It is routine in approximately
30 percent of Catholic schools to
forgo offering their faculty unem-
ployment insurance. In Taeschner’s
case, this meant living off of his
personal savings while working as
a self-employed contractor, condi-
tions he considers unfair.
Taeschner’s contract was not
renewed after he exposed that his
superior, Wayne Melonson, had
redirected $200,000 of donations
saved for student field trips to
Washington D.C. to pay for his
son’s tuition at John F. Kennedy
High School. Taeschner reported
that St. Paul wanted to cover up




Melonson’s theft in wake of nega-
tive press related to sexual abuse of
children by priests.
After Taeschner lost his teach-
ing contract, he took the issue
to court.
Later, after an external audit
proved that Melonson was guilty,
Taeschner received a settlement
from the Archdiocese.
Michael Miller, activist and man-
aging director ofLet Kids be Kids,
has worked to bring the situation
with the Archdiocese out in the open
in hopes of changing its policies and
the spectator news
piece is directly tied to the Seattle
University Youth Initiative that
took off this academic year after
four years of planning. The com-
munity service component of the
project will remain separate from
the interfaith programing.
“We’re privileged in that we’ve
just gotten the Seattle University
Youth Initiative off the ground.
So it made perfect sense for us to
dovetail the President’s challenge
with the Youth Initiative itself,”
said Erin Beary Andersen, associ-
ate director and multi-faith min-
ister at Campus Ministry.
Interfaith Challenge partici-
pants will join SUYI students
in serving the children at Bailey
Gatzert Elementary School. The
Bailey Gatzert neighborhood has
one of the highest percentages of
povertyand youth violence in all of
Seattle. Thirty-six percent of resi-
dents live .at or below the poverty
line and in the summer of 2008,
the Seattle Police Department
reported that the neighborhood
had the highest number of gang-
related gun incidents in Seattle.
“We’ve been tied in with Bailey
for many, many years. It’s a long
relationship and it’s a very positive
helping Catholic teachers who have
been let go. Miller collaborated with
Taeschner and brought the issue to
KOMO news, who aired the story
on March 4, 2Oil.
However, Miller was dissatisfied
with the results. He said they didn’t
ask important follow-up questions,
like why the Archdiocese ofSeattle
won’t offer its employees unemploy-
ment insurance.
Miller has also contacted U.S.
Congressman from Washington,
Jim McDermott, but has not re-
ceived a response.
In Wisconsin there is a Church
Unemployment Pay Program
(CUPP) that was established “to as-
sist Wisconsin parishes, schools and
other church employers meet their
social justiceresponsibilities by pro-
viding church funded unemploy-
ment coverage for lay employees in
the Archdioceses ofMilwaukee and
the Dioceses ofLa Crosse, Madison
and Superior.”
To Miller and Taeschner, the fact
that the Archdiocese is not looking
out for their employees shows a
lack ofsocial justice on the church’s
behalf, social justice being a value
the church traditionally prides itself
on exemplifying.
Miller was reported as saying
that such issues with the church
have shown depletion in enroll-
ment sizes as well as a less than
positive outlooks on religiously
affiliated schools.
For now, any discussion of un-
employment insurance for Catholic
teachers inWashington has stopped.
This could be, as Miller suspects, be-
cause no one is willing to speak out
against the church.
“It’s too bad that so many are
afraid within an institution that
preaches love,” said Miller.




will serve as classroom assistants
and after-school helpers through-
out the year to fulfill the com-
munity service component of
the challenge.
“Our hope is that this is a
way
that our students can build
relationships with people in this
community that extend past this
year. [This isn’t] just a way that we
pick up garbage and walk away...
it’s something that’s continu-
ing and goes deeper than that,”
said Whitney Broetje, a Seattle
U graduate student spearhead-
ing the Interfaith Challenge at
Campus Ministry.
Separate from the connection
with both Bailey Gatzert and
SUYI, the interfaith portion of the
challenge is comprised ofmonthly
reflection dinners. At these din-
ners, participants will get to know
one another and, through group
discussion, discover the answers to
difficult questions about faith.
“What does my tradition say
about doing service and justice
work in the world? How do I see
this service work in light ofmy own
personal faith experience, whatever
that looks like?” Andersen said of
the personal questions she hopes
students will explore through
the program.
Despite the faith-based nature
of these questions, students do not
need to speak a “faith language”
to participate in the Challenge,
only a language ofvalues. Instead
of focusing on the faith compo-
This isn’t just a
way that we pick
up garbage and
walk away. It goes
deeper than that
nent, Campus Ministry hopes
to emphasize personal philoso-
phy and sense of justice rath-
er than religion during these
interfaith dinners.
Accepting applications from the
religious and non-religious alike,
Whitney Broetje
Seattle U Grad Student
Campus Ministry surpassed its goal
of 30 participants. On Monday,
Andersen counted 32 student ap-
plications. Her own application
makes a total of 33 participants
thus far. Training commenced on
Oct. 2 and coordinators briefed
students on how to assist in the
classroom and discipline children
effectively. Although training has
already begun, Andersen will ac-
cept dedicated latecomers.
“The more the merrier as long
as they can make the commit-
ment,” Andersen said.
For those willing to make
that yearlong commitment, the
Interfaith and Community Service
Campus Challenge certainly aims
to enhance their Seattle U expe-
rience. The challenge is designed
to complement the justice-driven
mission well.
“I think [the challenge] gives us
as a student body a chance to re-
ally embrace what we hope to be:
people of reconciliation and social
justice.” Broetje said. “I think it
lets us put our money where our
mouth is.”
Kellie may be reached at
kcox@su-spectator.com.
Looking for a great place





• 2 private suites, both include bedroom, updated bathroom, charming living
room and a fully stocked modern kitchen.
• For single guests we offer a newly remolded studio available to rent
alongside the garden grounds.
• These two modern suites and studio offer first class accommodations for the
selfsufficient travelerwho values privacy.









EMIC ADVISING SUPPORT CENTER
NEW EXTENDED HODRS!
Hours for Drop-In Advising and Scheduled Appointments
for Undergraduate & Graduate Students
Monday, Wednesday & Thursday: 9:00 am - 6:30 pm
Tuesday & Friday: 9:00 am - 4:00 pm
To schedule an appointment:
Call 206-296-2840 or
Email ASCAdvisingOseattleu.edu
Office located in the Casey Building,
1st Floor, West Wing










Seattle Mayor Mike McGinn
released his budget proposal for
2012 last week, which will affect
Seattle’s city-managed programs
and institutions, including Yesler
Community Center.
The proposal for 2012 will
maintain the 2011 hours of op-
eration for the 26 branches of the
Seattle Public Library and the
Central Library. However, com-
munity centers weren’t so lucky.
One ofthe major funding tools
within the proposal is a decrease
of funds that support community
centers around the Seattle area.
The budget divides neighbor-
hoods into five geographical areas
with five community centers in
each area. Based on use and the
cost of running the programs,
the different community centers
have gained “service levels” which
dictate the amount of hours
they will be able to keep their
doors open.
In the past, Seattle-area com-
munity centers have been open
for 51 hours per week. Now, un-
der the service level program, cen-
ters labeled Service Level 1 will
remain open for 70 hours, centers
labeled Service Level 2A will be
open 45 hours and Service Level
2D centers will open for only 20
hours each week.
On Capitol Hill, Garfield
Community Center has been
labeled Service Level 1, gaining
more operating hours then it had
in the past.
Yesler Community Center
was labeled as a 2A program and
Miller Community Center was
labeled 2D.
A representative of Yesler
Community Center stated that
she was not authorized to com-
ment when The Spectator con-
Yesler Community
Center, labeled 2A,
will only open 45
hours a week.
tacted the center to determine
how the funding cuts will affect
services offered.
To make the community cen-
ters more effective, the proposal
includes establishing manage-
ment teams for each of the five
geographical areas. The man-
agement teams for each com-
munity center are made up of
the program directors of each
center. If necessary, the manage-
ment teams will be able to shift
resources from one community
center to another in order to fund
center-specific needs.
“Although the public hours of
the community centers will be re-
duced, we are hoping that we can
October 5, 2011
make the hours we are open more
effective,” said CaroleEverson, di-
rector of finance for Seattle Parks
and Recreations.
“This budget is about more
than balancing revenues and ex-
penditures in difficult times...this
budget is about our priorities,
about our morals and the concrete
steps we will take to build a bet-
ter Seattle...Our goal is to focus
spending on outcomes that mat-
ter to you, the people ofSeattle,”
said Mayor Mike McGinn in a
speech to the public at Seattle
Central Community College on
Sept. 26.
In an attempt to save funds,
the proposal merges the Office
of Housing and the Office of
Economic Development into
the Department of Housing and
Economic Development. The
blending is projected to save
$338,000 in management costs.
The united department will focus
on creating more affordable hous-
ing options.
Our goal is to focus
spending on outcomes 1
that matter to you.
Mike McGinn
Seattle Mayor
The Civil Service Commission
and the Public Safety Civil
Service Commission offices will
also be combined, saving more
than $5Q,000.
Funds saved by merging
these programs will go into the
General Fund, which will be used
to fund programs that support
the community in housing and
job training.
In addition to using the sav-
ings from consolidating pro-
grams, the mayor’s office plans to
collect more revenue from a larger
pool of sources in 2012. Taxes,
license fees and fines will contrib-
ute to organizations like the po-
lice and fire departments and the
parks and library systems. Fees
for services, regulatory fees and
dedicated property tax levies will
help, among other things, main-
tain recreational facilities and
conduct building inspections.
The funds for the city’s social
services, infrastructure repair, po-
lice services and utilities are de-
rived from grants from private,
state and federal agencies and
charges to customers for services.
The mayor’s office estimates
government revenue in 2012 to
amount to $4.2 billion. It also
calculated that its 2012 proposal
will influence future budgets, con-
tributing to an estimated deficit of
$32.8 million in 2013 and $39.2
million in 2014.
Chloe may be reached at
dewolfdo@seattleu.edu
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Location: Seattle University, Casey Hall, Room 500 & 516
Time: Tuesday, October 11th, from 1830—2100










1900-1950: Group Panel w/ Q&A
1950-2100: Food & Networking
Student and Alumni Veterans from all
Universities are Welcome
Questions: Contact Adam Tousley
tousleya@seattleu.edu
Click Here to RSVP by joining Linked In
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Want Help with
IBS Symptoms?
Volunteers are needed to test a comprehensive
symptoms management program
Requirements:
• 18 to 70 years old
• Have medical diagnosis of IBS
Up to $500for completing 8 month study








March 21 to April 19
This would be a good week to try a make*
new friends! Try talking to a stranger. You might be
surprised at how well you get along. Unless their name
is Steve. STAY THE HELL AWAY FROM STEVE
THIS WEEK.
Taurus
April 20 to May 20
mt/Kgk You’re about to face some huge challenges
'VHHHfthis week. I know you’re a teal go-getter who loves
’’^lllll^llra challenge, but you seriously will fail. At every-
thing. Better sit this one out, bud.
Gemini
May21 to June 20 || |§
1’m gettingmore and more messages fromthe stars
about your questionable fashion choices. Honestly, I
you’d look better ifyou wore torn up burlap sacks. jj|j
Cancer mm
'
June 21 to July 21
j0 Neptune’s going crazy up there, and its pretty clear
what’s goingon. All your awesome new friends-
A I mean every freaking one ofthem-thinks
V a fake. Hell, they’re probably right too
Leo
July 22 to August 22
You’re going to be particularly vulnerable to
serious accidents this week. Always keep your » » aL
eyes open for danger-cspecially when you’re some- X
where you feel safe.
Virgo
August23 to September 22
It’s easy to feel insignificant and unimportant at
Hjl times like these. Ifyou feel like cattle, maybe its time
to start a stampede.
Libra
September 23 to October 22
Venus and Neptune are getting .'.long
pretty well these days! It’s never too early to gm
pop the question. Or thecherry for that matter. fly
If today is your birthday, Jupiter smiles on you
this week. Time to invite over some friends and un-
4
cork some wine. Bacchanalia beckons! Don’t know
what that means? Look it up. Jupiter demands it.
23 to November 21
Venus is being tricky these days-be delicate in re-
lationships this week. Everyone has secrets.
Sagittarius t
November 22 to December 21 \ \ w
Venus has been pretty harsh on you lately. If-A_
your relationships aren’tworking out,maybe you were % \ j
meant to be single. The world always needs crazy |
cat ladies.
Capricorn
December 22 to January20
This week is gonna be trouble. I don’t mean
-your-favorite-sweater trouble; 1 mean Jason
trouble.
Aquarius
January 21 to February 19
You’re going to be pretty challenged in school
week. But remember, asking for help is a sign of-«4BHp*
weakness. Tutors usually have questionable ulterior
motives.
Pisces
* Jjk You know that secret you’ve been wor-
fflT MS tyingabout? BURY IT. PUT IT SIXFEET
B JBf UNDERGROUND AND BURN THE
“ f GODDAMN MAP.
KtgKiiSfiMWi
et cetera
Campus Voice: What clubs at the
club fair were you interested in?
Mariah Dormaier,
Sophomore, Biology





Sept. 27 6:30 a.m. Sept. 28 2:30 a.m.
Janitorial Services reported breaking a statue in an office DPS/HRL responded to areport of astudent experienc-
while dusting. ing trouble breathing; thestudent was transported to the
hospital for further care.
Theft
Sept. 27 3:10 p.m.
Suspicious Circumstance
A Grounds employee reported that a non-affiliate at- Sept. 29 8:15 p.m.
tempted to remove a gardening tool from a vehicle; the
non-affiliate cleared campus on their own. DPS. contacted two non-affiliates loitering on the south-
west exterior; both cleared on their own.
Harassment Malicious Mischief
Sept. 27 9:30 p.m. Sept. 30 2:40 a.m.
A student reported verbal harassment by a non-affiliate A student reported multiple trash bags emptied out onto





“I’ve joined Habitat for
Humanity. If I have enough
time, I’ll join Engineers Without
Borders.”
“It’d be cool to do something








“I want to join yoga club, looking
into volleyball, Dance Marathon,
Hawaiian club and maybe
Ultimate Frisbee Club.“
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Donnolly Center addition fullfills growing
demand for exercise space
James Cashman
Volunteer Writer
Seattle University is gearing up for another full
year with new classes, new friends and a brand new
fitness facility guaranteed to get you moving.
The new section of the center, officially named
the William F. Eisiminger Fitness Center, strikes the
eye with itsclean, modern lines and its bold red and
gray color arrangement. Outside the new center, a
group of racks stand ready and waiting for up to
50 bikes. After making your way up the ramp and
through the glass doors, one finds an always smiling
and friendly staff ready to help you with whatever
you made need. Swiping your student ID gets you






Director of University Recreation
If weight lifting is your thing, then you’re in
luck. The first area you see of the new addition to
Connolly Center is the weight room. It includes
everything from free weights to top-of-the-line cir-
cuit training* equipment. Surrounded by mirrors
and determined Redhawks, one can’t help but be
inspired to push themselves to the next level in
their fitness goals.
Freshman Valerio Marcelli, a frequenter of the
new weight room, said he’s really impressed with
the set up.
“I’ve been to gyms where the membership is up-
wards of $50,” said Marcell. “This workout space is
on par with those expensive gyms.”
Above the weight room is a brand new cardio
area complete with a fleet of treadmills and ellipti-
cal machines. During my walk through, this area
was full of people all looking the same direction:
toward the six flat-screen TV’s that hang from the
ceiling.
If that’s not enough, each of the new cardio ma-
chines on the second floor are equipped with their
own mini TVs, in case what you see on the big
screens isn’t to your liking. Surrounding the cardio
area, one can find two group fitness rooms, the
recreation front desk and the fitness office.
Coming down the stairs back into the main
lobby, I made my way past the Weight room, past
the men’s locker room, through a set of doors and
found myself in the lower level hallway. This hall-
way leads to the entrances to the Astro Gym, the
South Court, the athletic trainers’ office, three
Racquetball courts, two squash courts and the new
athletic weight room.
The Astro Gym is a part of the old Connolly
Center. The ground is covered in green artificial
turf, as well as different white lines to define dif-
ferent athletic areas. The Astro Gym was built to
acclimate to your different sporting needs.
“The Astro Gym is arguably the most utilized
building on campus. It is scheduled from the time
we open until the time we close almost every day
the spectator
of the week. The primary users are athletics and
our sport clubs, but we do play intramural sports
in the space as well,” said Derek Hottell, director
of University Recreation.
While I was there, I witnessed a few peopleplay- I
ing tennis, as well as a group using a portion of the
Astro Gym for batting cages. The Astro Gym can
also become a lacrosse practice field and a rope-
climbing course for ROTC.
The South Court is like the North Court’s little
brother. A practice gym for both the men’s and |
women’s varsity teams, the gym also acts as a space 1
for recreational players to play pick up games of 1
basketball.
Directly across from the South Court is the ath-
letic trainers’ office, where one finds every kind of 1
athlete getting the proper treatment for their vari-
ous injuries.
A bit further down the hall is the official athletic
weight room.
“Because of its construction, spaces within the
existing Connolly Center can be repurposed to
support athletics. Specifically, the previous weight
room will become an athletic weight room, which
is important because it provides [the athletic teams]
with moreappropriate equipment, and it frees space
in the general weight room for recreational users,”
Hottell said.
Just beyond the South Court are the racquetball
courts. There are five courts, but non-athletes can
use only three. The other two have been set up
to provide temporary weight rooms for the varsity
athletes. Across from the racquetball courts are two
squash courts.
On the second floor ofConnolly Center, one will
find the varsity locker rooms for both the men and
women, the North Court, both pools and five ob-
servation areas for the racquetball courts. The North
Court is the main stage for varsityathletics, includ-
ing basketball and volleyball. Hottell explained that
the North Court can hold up to 1,200 Redhawk
fans. It is also used as the venue for Welcome Week
and other larger events on campus.
In the past few years, the pools at Seattle U have
also gone under some renovations as well.
“The ‘new pool’ [or] the upper pool underwent
a lot of construction due to its foundation while
the ‘old pool’ or the lower pool, also known as the
competition pool, had some work done as well,”
said junior swimmer Rachel Leigh ter.
Both pools are located on the second level. The
lower pool is open for lap swimming for scheduled
hours during the day.
Not only does Connolly center have a vast se-
lection of fitness and workout areas, but also offers
numerous fitness and exercise class options.
“We have over 50 hours ofgroup exercise classes
a week, including yoga, Zumba, kickboxing and
many more. We also have instructional classes like
beginner’s modern dance [and] hip hop,” Hottell
said.
While Connolly center is free to students, faculty
and staff, it “[does] not offer memberships to the
general public, but alumni may obtain a member-
ship for $240 annually or $90 quarterly,” according
to Hottell.
The newly renovated Connolly Center is a very
impressive, well-designed fitness complex. When
put up against more expensive gyms, this new cen-
ter can compete with the best.
James may be reached at cashmanj@seattleu.edu
Sofia Jaramiilo| The Spectator
The Eisiminger Fitness Center’s imposing exterior is a bold statement of Seattle U’s growing camous.
Sofia Jaramillo| The Spectator
Students make use of the new cardio equipment in the expanded Fitness Center.
Sofia Jaramillo| The Spectator
Fullfilling growing demand for strength and cardio equipment was a major goal-of the new center.




The opening of the William F. Eisiminger Fitness
Center garnered generally favorable reviews when
it opened on campus in mid-September, but not
everyone was thrilled with the renovations.
When English professor Sharon Cumberland
went to clean out her locker and claim a new one,
it never occurred to her she would not be choosing
one located among those of her colleagues.
“There used to be a locker room for the faculty
men and the faculty women,” said Cumberland,
who was frustrated with the decision to forsake the
faculty locker rooms to make room for the build-
ing upgrade. “Imagine: there you are getting into
your bathing suit and you look over at professor
so-and-so, and you see him getting into his. The
gym is bigger; whywould they expand it [but] take
away services?”
And Cumberland wasn’t the only one dissatis-
fied. Professor Mary-Antoinette Smith, director of
the womens studies program, never had a locker in
the faculty room to begin with. Smith’s experience
had always been one of dressing with students as
she was on a waiting list for years to get any kind
of locker.
“I longed to have one of the yellow faculty lockers
over in Connolly,” she said.
According to Director of Recreational Sports
Derek Flottell, several issues were at the root of the
situation.
“We felt it was more important to provide the
most possible space for cardio and strength equip-
ment, especially since a large portion ofour users do
not use the locker rooms at all,” he said.
Despite some concerns, the new
facility is viewed by others as a place
to get fit and meet new people.
Hottell also explained that in order to accom-
modate individual privacy, seven private changing
areas were assigned to each gender.
“The previous staff locker rooms are being reno-
vated and converted into pool locker rooms for our
lap swimmers, which is why they are no longer avail-
able as staff only locker rooms,” Hottell said.
On the flip side of select faculty grievances,
Sofia Jaramillo| TheSpectator
New gym space supports numerous group exercise possibilities.
Professors concerned about privacy, locker issues
student feedback has been resoundingly positive—-
and the sheer attendance ofstudents is testament
to that.
It was more important to
provide the most possible
space for cardio equipment.
Derek Hottell
Director of University Recreation
Freshman NickDimas, who has been to the cen-
ter 12 times since itopened, not only sees the facility
as a place to workout, but also as a place to meet
people from all subsets of the university.
“You get everyone —freshmen, seniors, profes-
sors. It’s like a weird immersion trip,” said Dimas.
First-year student Kate Durfee was enthusiastic
about another aspect of the center.
“I’m really excited for the [exercise] classes to
start,” she said.
And of course, there’s the cutting-edge archi-
tecture and equipment. Every turn through the
facility reveals state-of-the-art weights, treadmills
and flat-screen TVs juxtaposedagainst a powerful
view of the city. Less-advertised components are the
rain garden, low-flow water systems and energy-
saving designs that epitomize the school’s themes
ofsustainability.
But despite the attractions, professors such as
Cumberland and Smith are still skeptical. Smith
joined a gym off-campus near her home this sum-
mer, and Cumberland feels sidelined as a member
of the faculty.
“Here’s the key: They never asked us,” said
Cumberland. “If only they had asked the staff and
explained all oftheir reasons, maybe we could have
come up with some kind ofcompromise. Maybe fac-
ulty could have gotten this little alcove? You know,
there could have been solutions.”
In spite of the complaints, Connolly Center an-
nex has, so far, been well received. And perhaps the
staff unrest will serve to foster better campus-wide
communication in the future.
Jordan may be reached at
meyersj@seattleu.edu
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You’re a digital wizard ‘arry!: A tour of Pottermore
Rosalie Cabison
Staff Writer
The journey of Harry Potter was supposed to end this
past July as The Dark Lord was defeated on film. But when
the fandom thought it was finished, author J.K. Rowling
revealed she had more to give. On the tails of the release of
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2, a challenge
was announced offering Potterheads around the world a
chance to register for the latest project in the HP universe:
Pottermore.
The name tells you everything and nothing about the
purpose of the website. In summary, Pottermore is supposed
to offer fans that suffer from post-Harry Potter depression
what they need more Potter. The allure of the project lies in
the promise of the interactivity of the web site. Potter fans
will be able to re-immerse themselves in the wizarding world
and experience Hogwarts in a way they never have before:
with their own eyes.
However, the practical purpose of Pottermore.com is to
serve as an online store for the Harry Potter eBooks.
“We knew there was a big demand for the eBooks,”
Rowling said in a press conference this past June published
by The Washington Post, “but I wanted—if it was going to
What life as a digital wizard is like:
The Pottermore Gateway
This Monopoly board-looking page
shows the recent activity of friends you
have added and what chapter of the book
they are in. Only Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone is open for business,
Wands and the Sorting Ceremony Dueling and Potions
Perhaps the mostcompellingaspects ofthe site
for fans, new witches and wizards get personal by
receiving a wand from Ollivander’s and partak-
ing in the Sorting Hat Ceremony. The Sorting
Hat asks several questions which were written
by Rowling herself. Placement based on answers
the spectator
entertainment
indicating that release of the interactive
version of each book in the series is stag-
gered. Chamber of Secrets is slated to
open in 2012.
is meant to be authoritative and definitive. Fans
have been known to get emotional over sorting:
overjoyed, enraged, some even go so far as to suf-
fer identity crises. Ifa user is sorted outside of
Gryffindor, theyreceive extra content revealing
further characterization oftheir house.
be done—I wanted it to be more than that.”
To critics and skeptics, this might appear to be a savvy
marketing ploy preying on the fandom. Selling the Potter
eBooks independently cuts out the need for third-party
booksellers, like Amazons eBookstore orApple’s iBookstore.
This would likely ensure that Rowling receive the Gryffindor
I wanted to pull it back to reading.
I wanted to pull it back to the
literary experience, and this is what
emerged from those discussions.
J.K. Rowling
Author, Harry Potter
Lion’s share of the profit. But Rowling stated at the press
conference that the focus was to encourage enthusiastic
muggles to reread the books while playing through the in-
teractive “moments” offered on the web site.
Images courtesy of Pottermore
Arriving at Diagon Alley
Pottermore is neither a social me-
dia game like Farmville nor a World of
Warcraft-style MMORPG. Think of it
more like a pop-up book minus the paper
cuts. Check out the newlycommissioned
Hogwarts students will be able to
win the House Cup by participating in
Pottermore mini-games for house points.
Dueling will be available soon, so prac-
tice your spells. Or try your hand in the
“Obviously we’d had a lotofrequests for all sorts of games
and online interactive games and so forth. I wanted to pull
it back to reading. I wanted to pull it back to the literary
experience, the story experience, and this is what emerged
from those discussions.”
As for the chance at early entry, “7 Days, 7 Books,
7 Chances” was the tagline of the “Magical Quill
Challenge.”
For one week, rabid Rowling fans were asked to utilize
their knowledge ofthe books (or a quick Google search) to
help them discover a URL that would let them register to
be among the first million users allowed in to beta test the
Pottermore experience before it opens to the public at the
end of October.
In the spiritof dedicated journalism (aka extreme fangirl-
ism), I succeeded in the challenge and received my Hogwarts
acceptance letter three weeks ago. Ifa half-giant broke down
my door in The Douglas to tell me “Yer a witch, Rosalie!”
my life would have been complete.
I never got a visit from Hagrid but I have nonetheless
been deeply immersed in the Pottermore beta to let all of The
Spectator’s readers know about what the site will offer.
Rosalie may be reached, at rcabison@su-spectator.com
art to add to the Harry Potter reading
experience. Clicking around results in
surprise events, collectible items, books,
galleons to shop with and even ingredients
to brew potions.
potions dungeon. Be careful not to pull a
Seamus Finnigan—explode your cauldron
and you lose house points.
tertainment
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One-way doors, ghosts, hands and stones
The dark charm of SU’s new artist-in-residence
Kelton Sears
A&E/Managing Editor
Carolina Silva is fascinated by
hands. And ghosts. Child ghosts.
Magic, fan tasyand a healthy dose
ofblack humor all play into Silvas
extremely varied but consistently
charming artwork. Last Wednesday
Silva
gave
her first talk as Seattle
University’s new visual artist-in-resi-
dence (SUVAIR) and proved her stay
at the school will be an enchanting,
off-kilter thing to behold.
Silva is from Spain—for her. that
means she is quiet and likes to talk
with her hands.
“I didn’t realize how much
Spaniards talked with their hands un-
tilI came to America,” said Silva. “The
use of hands in Spain is amazing.”
This comes through in her work
in a number of ways:
1. Silvas hand-drawings are incred-
ibly detailed, featuring intricately pat-
terned wallpapered rooms populated
by a reoccurring spectral little girl.
The transparent girl romps around,
crawling under rugs and standing on
end tables.
“In Japan, I became very Inter-
ested in theirghost stories. Theyhave
Courtesy ofCarolina Silva
“Air Below Ground” was an evolving piece featured at the Olympic Sculpture Park overthe summer.
Grubwich gets it right with sloppy good sandwiches
Eric Kennedy
Volunteer Writer
Grubwich is the newest restaurant in
Capitol Hill’s quirky repertoire, and it’s
serving up some seriously tasty grub along-
side some free old-school arcade games.
Replacing the old Pita Pit on the west side
ofBroadway in between Pike and Pine, it’s
just a short walk from campus. What distin-
guishes Grubwich from the previous tenant
is the careful attention that goes into each
of the shop’s sandwiches and burgers.
The menu takes the usual sandwich and
burger combinations and throws them out
the window. Grubwich has only eight menu
items, but each one is given the love and
attention of an only child. It is clear the
owners have great ideas and a passion for
good comfort food.
The sandwich selection has something
for everyone. Hearty meat-lovers can
have a Philly-style chicken sammie or a
spirits for everything,” Silva said,
speaking on her year-long residency
in the Center for ContemporaryArt
in Kitakyushu.
2) Hands, literal hands, show up
in her work frequently. One ofSilva’s
most recent major works, “Air Below
Ground,” was an ephemeral installa-
tion in the Olympic Sculpture Park
that changed roughly every week.
Whatstarted as ablack “stage” evolved
to have smoke, shimmering Mylar
strips, singing rocks, fiber optics, and
a seaof fake human hands. The hands
reach up out of the black deck of the
sculpture, like a mob of desperate
people trying to claw their wayout of
the underworld.
3) “Amor Verdadero,” meaning
true love, found Silva filming herself
throwing tiny stones one by one at a
light-up neon sign. The sign spelled
out the words “Amor Verdadero” in
small light bulbs. By the end of the
piece, nearly an hour later, Silva had
shattered each and every bulb. The
bulbs explode satisfyingly on tape,
empting in wisps ofsmoke and sharp
electric snaps.
“It took anhour to get everybulb,
which I think says something about
my aim,” Silva said. Her work makes
Southwest Turkey Grinder with pepper
jack and chipotle. Vegetarians will love
The BIG Cheese—smoked Gouda, provo-
lone, white cheddar, olive tapenade, and
veggies—or the Portobello Brie, which is a
It is clear the owners have
great ideas and a passion
for good comfort food.
brilliant combination ofgrilled mushroom
slices and brie topped with olive tapenade,
spinach and walnuts. All bread is baked
locally at Cottage Bakery.
The GRUBurger, the more popular of
the two burgers on the menu is topped
with garlic, basil and provolone. It’s a
fresh take on an American classic, but
does not compare to the awesome lineup
you laugh, but in the end leaves you
a little disconcerted. After all, she de-
stroys True Love slowly over time by
throwing rocks at it.
This is the best thing about Silva.
Unlike a lotofartists, Silvahas a sense
of humor hidden under her quiet de-
meanor. It’s playful and erratic and
comes out of a childlike fascination
with the darker side of things.
When Silva was granted the op-
portunity to create an installation inan
old cannery, she took a room, covered
it in nostalgic wallpaper (a theme of
hers) and made it out to seem barren
and bleak, save for a solitary glass lad-
der at one end ofthe room. Asvisitors
walkedin the room through the door,
it would slam behind them.
“When we were setting up the
room, they were about to put the
doorknob on the inside and I decided
to stop them. I thought it would be
better ifpeoplecouldn’t get out.”
Viewers had to wait inside until
another visitor came through to let
them out, or the cannery closed.
“I wanted it to be reminiscent of
being sent to the attic, sort of a dis-
ciplinary action that might happen
to you as a child. At first you feel
trapped, but later it becomes your own
ofsandwiches.
The must-have menu item is El Gaucho,
a sirloin steak sammie with chimichurri slaw
and garlic-lime aioli. The aioli is really what
makes this sandwich memorable—slightly
acidic, yet not overpowering, it punches
up the thinly sliced steak to a new level
of deliciousness.
The best part is the price tag. All sand-
wiches and burgers are $7. A half-sandwich
combo with fries and drink is $6.50, and
a full sandwich combo is $9. The seasoned
fries are delicious as well. All told, a tasty
sandwich combo for fewer than 10 bucks
is a good deal.
Grubwich operates Thursday through
Saturday from 11 a.m. to a stunning 3
a.m. for the late night sammie snackers,
and Sunday through Wednesday from 11
a.m. to midnight. A Grubwich meal makes
for a perfect lunch, but a hearty sandwich
is pretty delicious in the wee hours of the
morning too.
Kateri Town | The Spectator
Carolina Silva, Seattle U artist-in-residence.
little world.”
Silva is fascinated with people’s re-
lation to spaces. Her workat Seattle U
will involve a piece on personal spaces
and attachments. The unique places
we create and inhabit, the spaces we
go to in our imaginations are what
fascinate Silva. “A child is a creator of
his own world—we all have our own
litde worlds and they’re all different,”
Silva said. “I find that I like to explore
those worlds.”
Silva will be on campus every
Wednesday from 10:30 a.m to noon
in the SUVAIR studio, located in the
Hunthausen basement. “I hope to do
entertainment
Courtesy of CarolinaSilva
Silva's recurring ghost girl in “The Runaway.”
Those concerned with decor will likely
be disappointed. Aside from the free arcade
games, the interior is rather plain. Having
replaced a chain pita restaurant, the space
is not much to work with; the menu is
artfully painted on the wall, but there is
little else to catch the eye. But as any food-
lover knows, taste buds prefer good food to
good atmosphere.
Some people may prefer more estab-
lished competitors like Honey Hole, but
the food at Grubwich is good enough to
stand up to any sandwich shop, and should
be taken seriously. The burgers can’t com-
pete with Dick’s Drive-In and other favorite
Capitol Hill burger joints, but the Sam-
mies are definitely worth a try. Even ifyou
aren’t hungry, it’s hard to say no to Tetris
and Blasteroid.
Eric may be reached at
kennedl 6@su-spectator.com
nan
my best to interactwith the students
and faculty,” Silva said. “I don’t want
it to be about myself.” During open
studio hours, students are encouraged
to come and chat or work with Silva.
A Fulbright winner with an MFA
and a number foreign residencies
and a current show in Madrid, she’s
certainly a resource for students inter-
ested in art. She might even clue you
in on how she gets a hold ofall those
fake hands.





Little world, big puppets
Two SU professors overcome tragedy through art
Above: The “Monster” is a giant puppet that envelops nearly the whole stage with its spindly arms and massive papier-mache head made out of old issues
of The Spectator. Upper right: Ki Gottberg and Carol Wolfe Clay pose next to the existential, chain-smoking Frenchmen puppets . “little world” was pro-
duced in reverse, meaning Clay’s sets were constructed first, and Gottberg's story was written around it. Lower right: The main character of “little world”
suffers tragedy, and her friends attempt to make her feel better by putting on a puppet show for her, which gets pretty meta if you think too hard about it.
Kellie Cox
Staff Writer
In 2006, Vava Cole noticed swelling in her legs. The
12-year-old developed a strange cough and her gait
became abnormal. After six months of appointments,
the doctors discovered the cause just in time to save
her young life. Only 48 hours from death, the doctors
found that an inoperable tumor the size ofa phone book
had enveloped her heart and collapsed one of her lungs.
Although she looked as vibrant as any happy little girl,
her body was fighting Hodgkin’s lymphoma, cancer of
the lymph tissue.
During Cole’s nine-month treatment in the cancer
ward at the Seattle Children’s Hospital, Ki Gottberg,
Cole’s mother, rarely left her side. Next door, Carol Wolfe
Clay moved into her son’s hospital room in the rehabilita-
tion ward. For two months, she slept next to him while
he recovered from his own tragic accident.
On January 26, 2007, recent Seattle U alum, then a
high schooler, Mackenzie Clay went to his last wrestling
practice of his senior year. While wrestling with a partner,
two heavy weights fell on Clay, crushing his C45 ver-
tebrae. Once his high school’s star athlete, the accident
paralyzed him from the biceps down.
In response to their children’s trauma, Seattle
University theatre professors Ki Gottberg and Carol
Wolfe Clay found themselves healing in starkly differ-
ent ways. While Gottberg threw herself into her work,
salvaging stage worlds in a way she could not salvage
her own, Clay withdrew and could not muster up
the energy to design more “big worlds” for stage sets.
Instead, she began to imagine a small, fantastical world of
kooky characters.
“I really didn’t want to do anything except for go home
and be in a hole by myself,” said Wolfe Clay. “Eventually
I started drawing all these little characters and decided
what I wanted to do was make a little world, instead of
gsg entertainment
the big world I usually make.”
And she did.
Wolfe Clay began designing an imaginary world that
slowly lifted her out of depression. She doodled images
Eventually I started drawing all these
little characters and decided what I
wanted to do was make a little world
instead of the big world I usually make.
Carol Wolfe Clay
Theater Professor
of dancing teapots and rooms draped with boat sails as
she sought refuge from grief. Gottberg then fdled Wolfe
Clay’s world with the story of her own grieving process
and breathed life into the puppets. From their pain, the
grieving mothers gave birth to the Lee Center’s newest
play “little world.”
Described as “Pee-wee’s Playhouse for adults” by its
co-creators, “little world” is the story ofa woman strug-
gling with grief. The woman constructs an ideal internal
world to help her cope with sadness while her friends
construct an ideal external world. Her three close friends,
who support the lead as if they are her backbone, build
the woman a special room she can heal in.
“When you’re going through something like this you
kind of try to hide it because if you tell people very
much they look at you—they avoid you basically,” Wolfe
Clay said.
Gottberg ran with the idea.
“One of the things I thought would be interesting to
explore [in ‘little world’] is what would it be like to be
with people who were really trying to stick it out with
you while you were struggling,” said Gottberg.
The special room the friends construct for the main
character is a lively replication of a typical living room
that happens to be fdled with puppets. Among antique
furniture, novelty lamps and bizarre collectibles, the pup-
pets are hidden throughout the set.
Settled on the mantelpiece at the center sit the
“Three Smoking Frenchmen.” Not unlike the hecklers
in the Muppets, the three existentialists chain smoke
as they observe and comment on the action unfolding
before them.
Although the “Frenchmen” won the unanimous
vote, for favorite puppets, the rest of the cast is noth-
ing short of eccentric. Four professional actors take
on the human roles and operate more than 10 pup-
pets. Some of the most memorable of these include
the “Sad Boy,” a thin marionette wearing pajamas and
bunny slippers, the shimmying fringed “Lizard” and the
“Suffering Monster.”
Kaillee Coleman, a junior interdisciplinary arts ma-
jor, assumed a lead role in the two-year construction of
the “Suffering Monster.” Coleman crafted the Monster’s
four-by-five foot head out of pool noodles and chicken
wire, and then covered the strucfure in papier-mache
made out of old issues ofThe Spectator.
Alongside a “tight-knit” student crew that worked
all summer long to lift the production onto its feet,
Coleman feels that “little world” conveys an emotional
state that many people can relate to.
“I had an easy time connecting with what was go-
ing on in the show,” said Coleman. “A lot is about how
people deal with events out of their control.”
For Cole and Clay, these uncontrollable events do
not stop life from going on. Today, 16-year-old Vava
Cole is in remission and well on her way to recovery.
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
su-spectator.com/entertainment
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She is a junior at Garfield High School and
aspires to be a photographer. Despite his up-
rooting accident, Clay graduated high school
at the top of his class. He recently earned a
Coleman crafted the Monster’s
four-by-five foot head out of
pool noodles and chicken wire.
chemistry degree from Seattle U and is applying
to graduate schools for a doctorate in chemi-
cal engineering. He plays quad rugby with the
Seattle Slam. Neither one has seen or read the
production yet.
“[Vava] just wants it all to be behind her. ‘I’m
just a normal kid, mom.’ That’s what she keeps
telling me,” Gottberg said.
“I think for both our kids, I know for Mac, it
October 5, 2011
was time to live his life,” Wolfe Clay agreed.
Today, Wolfe Clay and Gottberg have been
friends formore than 20 years. They frequent-
ly finish each other’s sentences, joke and brag
about each other’s children. The special bond
formed through shared work and pain is pal-
pable between the two.
“We walk around campus and people get us
mixed up all the time,” Wolfe Clay said. “When
[Mackenzie’s accident] happened, not long after,
I told Ki, ‘Oh you’re so competitive.’”
“Only we can say that to each other,”
Gottberg added, laughing.
Hopefully for the two friends, the produc-
tion’s opening on Friday, Oct. 7 will finally
mark the end of grief. Instead of constructing
and controlling an artificial world, they can re-
join the real one to sit back, relax and enjoy the
show with the rest of the audience.
Note: J. Adrian Munger is employed at The
Spectator and served as Technical Director for
“little world. ”
• Kellie may be reached at kcox@su-spectator.
com
Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator




Mackenzie Clay just began his final quarter at Seattle University.
I sat down with the chemistry major to get his thoughts on gradua-
tion, quad rugby and his mom’s work in “little world.”
Sam Kettering Are you excited to graduate?
Mackenzie Clay (MC): Yeah. I have a busy quarter though.
SK: So, what attracted you to Seattle U?
MC: Well, my mom [fine arts professor Carol Wolfe Clay] works
here, so I’ve been around here a lot. That definitely played a role.
And it’s also in Seattle, and I also broke my neck in the middle of
my senior year, so I wasn’t ready to go anywhere else, really. I applied
to a bunch of other colleges out-of-state, but I decided to stay here.
A lot because of my spinal-cord injury, but I might have ended up
coming here anyway. And now that I have been here, I’m definitely
glad that I did [choose the university],
SK: Part of the reason I’m speaking with you is the play “little
world,” and your mother told me that your accident was one of the
inspirations for her work in the play. Do you have any feelings about
that or were you aware ofthe project?
MC: I don’t know too much about it. I know my mom was on
sabbatical last year and, as part of that, she made a lot ofpuppets.
And that Ki [Gottberg] wrote a play using those puppets. And that’s
kind ofall I know about it.
SK: Cool. How is it being a professor’s son? Do you see your mom
much around campus?
MC: Well, I’m in chemistry,.so I’m in Bannan a lot, and she’s in
Fine Arts, so I don’t really see her that much.
SK: And what drew you to chemistry as a major?
MC: I ve always liked chemistry I guess. I had a really good science
teacher in middle school. So that gave me a few advantages going
into high school. It just seemed to be something I was really good
at and thought about a lot.
SK: Do you have any ideas what you want to do
after graduation?
MC: Yeah, I’m going to be applying to graduate schools over the
next few months.
SK: Do you still want to stick in the Seattle area?
MC: No, actually I want to go to California. I really like the L.A.
area. Something like that.
SK: You said Seattle U ended up being the right choice for you.
What about the university and its community made that so?
MC: Well, I’ve had a lot of really great teachers here and a lot of
really great research opportunities. Because I’ve done research for the
chemistry department for the past few years.
SK: And may I ask how your injury has impacted you as a stu-
dent and if there’s anything you’d like people to know when they
read the article?
MC: There’s not really anything I think people need to know,
necessarily. But it’s definitely been an experience figuring out how
to do things. Because I don’t have hand function. So one of the first
things I had to learn to do after breaking my neck was learn how to
write again. So it’s been kind ofa slow process, but I’ve gotten to the
point where I can do a lot more than I used to. School kind ofhelped
me, it kind of forced me to figure out how to do stuff like that.
SK: Do you do any activities? I think your mom mentioned you
do quad rugby.
MC: Yeah, I play on a quad rugby team.
SK: And how did you get involved in that?
MC: Well, when I was in the hospital I saw a movie called
“Murderball.” Have you seen it?
SK: Yeah[“Murderball” is a film about paraplegics who play full-
contact rugby].
MC: Yeah, so I was kind of nervous about it at first after I saw
the movie. But once I came home from the hospital and from rehab
I didn’t really have anything to do. I ended up watching that movie
over and over. So I ended up, one day not long after I came home,
I called up a local quad rugby team and I went to a practice just to
check it out and see what it was like. And when I got there they had a
chair ready for me and they like threw me into it so I started practic-
ing that first day and just really loved it ever since, I guess.
SK: What’s quad rugby like, for people who might not have seen
“Murderball?”
MC: So we play on a basketball court, and there’s four of us on a
team out there at a time. And we have special wheelchairs designed
so that we can run into each other as fast as hard as we can. And
that’s a lot ofwhat happens.
SK: And what’s the thing you’ll miss most about Seattle U, if
anything?
MC: I haven’t really thought about that yet. I’m still just going
through stuff. Hopefully wherever I go to grad school will have good
teachers and. all too.
SK: Fair enough.
Sam may be reached at skettering@su-spectator.com
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little world
When: Preview Oct 6, 8 p.m.
Oct 7-8, 8 p.m.
Oct 12-15,8 p.m.
Oct 16, 4 p.m.
Oct 19-22, 8 p.m.
Oct 23, 4 p.m.
Oct 24, 8 p.m.
Oct 26-29, 8 p.m.
Where: Lee Center
Tickets may be purchased
at the door or at Brown
Paper Tickets
Cost: *$15
Show length: 55 minutes
“The Preview is Free
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New organization empowers young women on wheels
Sam Kettering
Staff Writer
Since its founding in 2002, the volunteers
that run Skate Like A Girl (SLAG) have bore
witness to a number ofchanges.
The Washington-established nonprofit
moved its headquarters from Olympia to
Seattle in 2007. SLAG opened two new
chapters in Portland and San Francisco but
no change could distance SLAG from its
core mission and vision: to empower young
women to become well-rounded, self-assured
leaders in their communities through the
promotion of female skateboarding.
"We try to break the cycle ofexclusivity,"
said Nancy Chang, who serves as the board
director for SLAG's Board of Directors. "I
think a lot ofpeople aren't socialized to be
inclusive, or don't have the skill set to be
inclusive...and that's what can cause conflict
between different groups ofpeople."
Chang, who also works as the City of
Redmond's teen program coordinator, first
became involved with SLAG in 2006. She
skateboarded as a teen and valued the female
friendships she formed through skateboarding.
Chang organizedweekly skateboarding gather-
ings for young girls and eventually contacted
SLAG to create more extensive programing.
"Skateboarding communities are formed
because it's a regular ongoing activity that
[participants] do together," she said.
"We provide opportunities for girls and
young women, like employment opportuni-
ties," said Kristin Ebeling, who serves as the
treasurer for SLAG's Board of Directors as
well as the Seattle programming director. "I
went from being just a volunteer to running
skateboard programs...and now I've passed
the torch and am doing more administra-
tive work and watching younger girls run
the programs."
“Skateboarding communities
are formed because it’s a




Ebeling also skateboarded as a teen and
although she knew about SLAG, she didn't
give the organization much thought until she
entered a SLAG-sponsored contest.
"I thought it was lame, because I was like,
no girl skates better than me, but I pulled up
and there were all these girls skating," she
said. "And itwas at my hometown skate park,
where I skated all the time. I was sold."
Over the past few years the City of Seattle
has built a number ofnew skateparks but after
the completion ofconstruction, often didn't
providethe necessaryinfrastructure to make the
skate parks community gathering places.
"The city builds baseball fields and puts
into their budget that they're going to have
somebody water the grass, have coaches and
umpires...but they don't do that for skate
parks," Ebeling said. "But they build a skate
park and think it's done and get mad when
there's graffiti or foul language."
SLAG, with the support of the
Wallingford, Fremont and Greenlake com-
munities, decided it wanted to take advantage
of the community-building opportunities the
new skate parks offered. Earlier this year the
the spectator
sports
Kateri Town | The Spectator
Above: SLAG members help girls learn how
toskateboard. The organization provides op-
portunities for girls and women aged 12 to
23. ,
Right: A volunteer gives a new skater tips on
keeping balance.
nonprofit applied for and received a Seattle
Department of Neighborhood Small and
Simple Grant, which allocated them $20,000
to start the Youth Employment Skateboarding
(YES) program.
The program seeks to prepare youth be-
tween the ages of 12 and 23 for employment |
and leadership opportunities by teaching them |
to skateboard. Skateboarding requires dedi-
cation and discipline. By demonstrating to
young participants how their hard work can P
improve their skateboarding, YES volunteers 1
hope to show how hard work can pay off in 1
other facets of their life.
SLAG and YES hosted a skateboarding ses- |
sion at Fremont's Inner Space Skate Park on J
Oct. 2 where volunteers taught a host ofyoung p
newcomers the ins and outs of skateboard- :
ing. The sessions will continue every Sunday
through the fall from 10 a.m. to 12 p.m.
"They learn not just how to skate but how to
hangout with each other," said Seattle U senior
Kate Stinson, one ofthe volunteers present.
SLAG seeks to empower
young women to become
well-rounded and self-assured *
leaders through skateboarding
"It's just a cool group of people," said
Michelle Wells, a parent whose daughter par-
ticipated in the program. "And it's just a really
cool skill to have."
Deana Metteer, another parent, appreciated
the autonomy the sport allows her daughters.
"I love that it's an individual
accomplishment," she said. "I think it’s
good for their self-esteem."
Boys are also welcome to participate in
the YES program.
"I really like this program because it's
boys and girls," Stinson said. "I thinkwhen
boys and girls skateboard together it makes
the community stronger."
Chang also hopes to launch a pilot pro-
gram through YES aimed at middle school-
ers. Participants would set weekly academic
goals for themselves and, at the end of the
week, would be rewarded with an hour of
free skating.
"It's about incentivizing in school set-
tings," Chang said.
In the future Chang wants to partner
SLAG withother skateboarding programs to
create more community-building projects.
Sam may be reached at
skettering@su-specator.com




Volleyball dominates Trinity Western
Mason Bryan
Volunteer Writer
Thursday night was “kill” night
in Connolly Center.
In preparation for the volleyball
team’s upcoming road trip where
they will play No. 14Colorado State
Rams, the 4-12 Redhawks swept
Trinity Western University 25-23,
25-17 and 25-14.
“We’ve been practicing very
hard these last two weeks,” said
head coach Shannon Ellis. “I
think today was great because we
were able to see a lot of the hard
work translate to the game.
“
TWU’s only substantial lead
of the night came in the first set,
but the Redhawks quicklyregained
control. The first set sawan impres-
sive performance by senior Cristin
Richards who racked up a .500
hitting percentage and a nearly
flawless night by redshirt junior
Kaytlyn Dill, who also posted up a
hitting percentage of.500.
Women’s soccer suffers loss to Gonzaga
Sofia Jaramillo | The Spectator
Sophomore Seattle University forward Shawna Anderson fights for the ball during the
game against Gonzaga on Saturday. Gonzaga beat Seattle U 2-0.
Athletic Department stresses academic success
Colleen Fontana
Staff Writer
Knowing how to run a mile or
shoot a basketball won’t help you
graduate from college. But being
disciplined will.
For student athletes, their
consistent training schedules and
rigorous workouts can be seen
as contributors to success in the
classroom.
“Discipline. I think that’s a
key [contributor],” said Seattle
University senior and captain of
the women’s swim team, Casey
Hoffman. “Because we’re so dis-
ciplined in our sport, we kind of
convert that in the classroom and
do the workright and on time.”
“In swimming you have to be
motivated because it is an indi-
vidual sport and you are the only
one that can win in a race, besides
a relay,” she said. “I think this is
definitely portrayed in the class-
room. We use that determination
and motivation to make sure we get
assignments done on time, as well
as performing well on tests.”
Dill commented on the key
moments of the night.
“When we had those tough
plays where we would get blocked
and it would come back,” she
said. “[And] we would continue
and we would make the broken
plays into points.”
Dill also highlighted the quality
playfrom the middle hitters who cre-
ated many scoring opportunities.
In the first half of the second
set, the Redhawks went neck-and-
neck with the Spartans. But they
slowly started to break away be-
ginning with strong serves from
Richards. The Spartans fought
back, though, with a three-point
serving streak from sophomore
middle hitter Alicia Perrin. The
Redhawks went on to win the set
with a 10-3 scoring run.
During the third set, the
Redhawks maintained a consis-
tent lead, eventually finishing
out the game nine points ahead.
Senior Megan Augustavo served
Senior cross country and track
and field distance runner, Allison
Prather, agrees training for her
sport has trained her for school.
“You leave the gym and your
coach isn’t with you to make sure
you’re doing what you need to do
but the only way you’re going to
succeed is ifyou do it on your own,”
said Prather. “The same thing with
the classroom. Once you leave, it’s
up to what you’re going to do to get
the most out of it.”
Athletes are students first and,
therefore, the connection ofsports
to studies is an aspect of athletics
that is taken very seriously from an
administrative standpoint.
Erin Engelhardt, an assistant
athletic director at Seattle U, con-
sistendychecks athletes for eligibil-
ityand makes sure everyone knows
their resources and are able to suc-
ceed in school.
“It’s about supporting student-
athletes so they can be the best
student that they can possibly be,”
she said.
By meeting with individual
teams,Engelhardt insures that each
out the match and created the
opportunity for sophomore Sarah
Jaeckel to seal the deal with back-
to-back kills.
TWU’s AmyLeschied led the
Spartan’s kill boards with a total
of 10,posting a hitting percentage
of .333. Senior Chelsea Hudson
racked up an impressive 23 as-
sists and defensive .players Jodi
Neufeld, a senior, and Chelsea
Wand, a junior, had a combined
total of 16 digs.
“Tonight was a great night
because a lot of our hitters are
finally starting to show their ma-
turity and effort,” Ellis said.
Tomorrow, the Redhawks
will face the nationally-ranked
Colorado State Rams in front of
nearly 2,000 people.
Ellis said they are going to
have a lot of fun if they continue
to play this well.
Mason may be reached at
bryanm@seattleu.edu
athlete knows where they are as a
student.
“We provided every student-
athlete with their own training
evaluation. We went through where
all the resources are because a lot of
students don’t know or are new,”
Engelhardt said.
Because we’re so
disciplined in our sport
we kind of convert
that in the classroom.
Casey Hoffman
Women’s Swim Team Captain
“Our goal is to make sure that
every student-athlete can major in
what they want to major in,” she
continued. “Now alot ofthat is the
responsibility of the student-athlete
contest.
§Mjfll8MB At 4 p.m. the whistle was
blown. The Redhawks dominat-
ed the first minutes of the game,
and kept the Gonzagakeeper in fear and the
fans in anticipation with various forays into
the enemy’s 18-yardbox. One such instance
involved a mad scramble to boot the ball
into Gonzaga’s goal just outside the oppos-
ingkeeper’s 6-yard box. In the eighth minute,
the Bulldogs managed to squeeze out from
under the Redhawks grip, when in a sudden
counterattack they sent in a high-flying shot
12 yards out from the left side of the goal
towards the far right corner of the net. Fans
held their breath as senior Seattle U keeper
Madison Goverde lept into the air with an
outstretched palm. This was followed by a
collective groan from the stands as the ball
battered itsway past Goverde’s hand and into
the goal.
Despite this early goal, Seattle U kept
pressing and let off three shots on the goal,
which the Gonzaga keeper saved. The
Women's Soccer Men’s Soccer
University of San Cal State Northridge
Francisco Sept. 25
Sept. 30 0-3 (L)
1-0 (W)
Cal State Bakersfield
Gonzaga University Oct. 2











to be able to do that.”
Therefore, student-athleteshave
the challenge ofmaintaining a level
of success in theirsport and in their
studies. Juggling the two is not
easy.Last September, the Athletics
department announces a new aca-
demic goal, pledging to raise each
team’s average GPA to over a 3.0.
Hoffman and the rest of her
swim team practice six days aweek,
three of those days consist of two
practices a day, and once the team
starts traveling in October, they will
attend a meet every weekend until
Thanksgiving.
Such a schedule is daunting yet
doable, according to Hoffman.
“It’s all about time manage-
ment,” she said.
It is also somewhat ofa habit.
“In high school I’d go to school
all day, and then I’d have high
school practice, and then I’d go
home and have club practice so I
wouldn’t get home until like 8 and
then I’d have to do my homework
and eat,” she said. “But I think for
most athletes, that’s how we roll.”
“There are definitely times
sports
36th minute of the first half saw another
Gonzaga ball enter the Redhawk goal when
an opposing forward sneaked it in from the
Redhawks 6-yard box, bringing the score to
2-0 Gonzaga.
Regardless of the loss, Friday’s game was
full ofaggression from both teams.
“Every game’s a battle...we come out hard
against any team,” said junior Seattle U de-
fender Carlee Norquist.
During the second half, the team let off a
salvo ofshots: 11, to be exact, as opposed to
the Btilldogs’ two. No less than four ofthem
sailed just over the Gonzagacrossbar. Despite
best efforts, Seattle U lost 2-0.
Seattle U Head Coach Julie Woodward
said theywere not ready to start and that they
were indeed “playing catch-up.” She also said
that although, “effort-wise GU was better,
[the team] will come back from this game
to play better.”
Edson may be reached at
mendiet1@seattleu.edu
the spectator
where you feel like your break is
the seven hours you sleep,” Prather
said. “But I love what I do so that’s
my enjoyment.”
In many cases, being an athlete is
relevant to life after college as well.
As a sport and exercise science




also finds overlap with her sport.
“Iwent back and forth within psy-
chology and part of the time I was
looking into sport’s psychologyand a
lot of itcame from being in collegiate
athletics,” she said. “Being around
athletes was something that was just
really important to me in life. So I
wanted to see -how I could translate
that into what I did as a profession.”
Engelhardt sums it up nicely:
“In the classroom and in their
sport, [student-athletes] are trained
to show up, look alive, not cut cor-
ners and succeed.”
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distracts from real issue
Amanda Knox is free, and her nightmare in Perugia is over.
Now that she’s home in Seattle, she gets to relax—kind of.
For now, she’s the primary target of the world’s paparazzi, and
will probably have to deal with a lot of flashing lights in her
face and people standing outside her doors.
The media loves Amanda Knox. They love vilifying her,
regaling her as the victim of a “barbaric” foreign court sys-
tem, and taking pictures of her crying. Strangely enough, the
actual murder that has earned her all this fame and the man
who evidence has revealed likely committed the crime, Rudy
Guede, have received a fraction of the attention as Knox.
Meredith Kercher’s family and Rudy Guede, the two par-
ties who still matter now that Knox has been acquitted, are
often left unwritten about until the very last portion of most
major news stories surrounding the trial. The focus on Knox
is understandable—she’s American, attractive, and wrapped
up in an international scandal. At a certain point however,
the media needs to remember that the mystery of Meredith
Kercher’s murder is the real story here.
Bets are, whatever happens toRudy Guede and the Kercher
trial, the media will pay maybe half as much attention than
it did when Knox was involved. The Kercher family is back
to square one—the murder remains unsolved. Knox may be
breathing a sigh of relief, but justice still hasn’t been served.
Responsible media outlets should continue to follow the
case to the end—hopefully the three and a half year cover-
age doesn’t end now that Knox is off the hook. Until then,
all we can look forward to is the inevitable book deal and
movie adaptation of Knox’s story, which should be coming
just about any day now.
The Spectator editorial board consists ofFrances Dinger, MacKenzie Blake, Emma McAleavy, Dallas Goschie, Kelton Sears, J. Adrian Munger, Sarah Hiraki and Sy Bean.
Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator. Theviews expressed in these editorials are not necessarily the views
of Seattle University.
ASSU president wants you to be an
active member of the student body
Welcome back Redhawks!
If I haven’t met you yet, let me
introduce myself (even though you
still won’t know what my face looks
like, at least you have a name to
Facebook-creep with), my rjame
is Katie Wieliczkiewicz and I am
the Associated Students ofSeattle
University (ASSU) president.
The newschool year is upon us,
and already it’s packed full of ob-
ligations, time commitments, and
yes, rain. No matter what year you
are in at Seattle U, I encourage you
to find your personal balance of in-
volvement and self care-—per the
Jesuit tradition. As with all good
editorials, however, I am writing
with a goal of persuasion—to get
you (yes, you the one reading this),
involved on campus, especially
with student government.
There are many ways to do this,
and all that include phenomenal
benefits; besides being involved
and the self-indulgence of making
a difference at Seattle U, some op-
portunities have scholarships, oth-
ers food, and nearly all, a cool shirt.
Hopefully you are now success-
fully hooked and ready to learn
how you can become engaged.
1. Run for an ASSU position!
Candidate packets are available in
our office (Student Center 360)
and are due Friday (Oct. 7) by
5 p.m. We have eight positions
up for grabs, which include: two
Freshmen Reps, one At-Large Rep,
one Transfer Student Rep, one
Commuter Student Rep, oneJunior
Rep, one Non-traditional Rep and
one International Representative.
2. Stop by for (free) coffee and
doughnuts. The firstFridayofevery
month, ASSU will have free cof-
fee and doughnuts in our office
starting at 9 a.m. with no strings
Smells like
school spirit
It was with a sense of impending doom, apprehension and
misgiving that much of the non-athletic community greeted the
news on May 11, 2007 that Seatde University would be making
the transition to Division One athletics. School culture, it seemed,
was at stake. Even students who arrived after the D-l transition
had begun lamenting the change.
But then the athletes began to arrive, a charismatic coach was
hired torevitalize basketball, a fitness center built, and a giant Rudy
the Redhawk blow-up mascotpurchased. While The Spectator un-
equivocallydisapproves of theRudy the Redhawkblow-up mascot,
we find ourselves admiring the commitmentofour athletic peers,
their coaches and the athletic community as well as appreciating
the changes they have wrought on the Seatde U community.
The Spectator editorial board—we currendy claim justone ath-
lete as a member—has historically been taciturn on the subject of
the D-l transition. We too worried that academics would suffer,
that school culture would be perverted. When we consider the
evidence however—the inspiring performance of thewomen’s soc-
cer team, nationally-ranked golfer Caidin McCleary, the academi-
cally diligent men’s baseball team—we are forced to admit that
the contributions of the athletic community justify the expense
in time and energy that has gone in to establishing D-l athletics
at Seatde U.
Athletics offer students a chance to pursue excellence, express
school spirit, loyaltyand pride, andeven participate in aspiritually
transcendentexperience. Our own Fr. PatrickKelly was quoted in
a lecture at Sacred HeartUniversity tided “Sports and the Spiritual
life” as having said, “Thomas Aquinas drew close connection be-
tween playand contemplation.” Kelly has taught courses at Seatde
U on the connection between sports and spirituality.
All things considered, The Spectator would like to express its
acceptanceofand support for athletics at Seatde U. We encourage
students to embrace all aspects of the Seatde U experience, in-
cludingathletics. Furthermore we encourage would-benaysayers,
skeptics and literary types to reexamine their stance and perhaps
even dawn their Redhawk apparel for Redhawk Friday this week.
attached—other than meeting the
people we serve.
The first Friday of
every month, ASSU
will have free coffee
and doughnuts in our
office starting at 9 a.m.
Katie Wieliczkiewicz
ASSU President
3. VOTE! As students who seek
to be civically engaged, there is no
better place to start than right here
on campus. ASSU Elections are
Oct. 19-21, and the ballot is even
sent to your email...you don’t even
have to leave your room! My goal
this year is to have 50 percent of
our undergraduate student body
vote...help us make that happen.
4. REDOUT: What better way
to show university pride than at-
tending the REDOUT, Seattle
U’s very own tailgating event on
campus. Erin Lane, president of
RedZone, has officially extended
this invitation to you. So be there,
Oct. 16 at 11 a.m. on 13th &
Cherry by the new Fitness Center.
Need another way to get in-
volved? Stop by our office or send
me an email. I’d love to work with
you and see how we can continue
to better Seattle University. Good
luck with this week!
You stay classy, Redhawks.
Katie Wieliczkiewicz
ASSU President 2011-2012
su spectator com/op'n *on
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America must fix its financial discourse
Ben Watts
Debate Team Columnist
I have to admit, I got excited
when I first found out about the
“Occupy Wall Street” protests,
which I’ve been following since
they started on Sept. 17.
I mean, sure, there’s only a
couple thousand people there
right now—nowhere near
There were 5,000
911 calls in the first
eight months of 2011,
compared to 2,500 for
the entirety of 2010.
enough people to accomplish any
political goals. And yes, the be-
ginning protests are likelymostly
internet hippies—the protests
were organized by Anonymous
and Adbusters, two institutions
not known for attracting the type
or number or people that would
be required to stage a real, effec-
tive occupation.
Still, I think this protest is
important. It potentially reflects
the beginning stages of a genuine
October 5, 2011
The College Try | Trevor Brown
mmm1—1
What the F*%# man! 1
don’t even F*%#ing listen
Nirvana. Kurt Cobain was
such a sell out and who
does that Dave Grohl guy K
think he is anyway?
Your everyday grunge person’s response to
being called an everyday grunge person.
populist movement that might
be able to get us out of the soci-
etal malaise we’re in now, where
corporate profits and income go-
ing to the wealthiest increases,
while job prospects and median
income stagnate for the bottom
90 percent of Americans. Our
economic woes are magnified
by our political malfunctions.
A major political party (guess
which one?) is simultaneously
claiming that we face an exis-
tential debt crisis that we need
to solve, that we can’t afford to
increase taxes on the richest 10
percent of Americans, but that
increasing payroll taxes so that
they impact employees is afford-
able. More literally: a minority
reaps massive benefits from our
country, but shoves off its bur-
dens onto the population that
doesn’t own 90 percent of the
nation’s wealth. It’s a bit sad
that they can say these things in
public and not feel more shame.
For me, macroeconomic terms
like “rising unemployment” and
“gross corporate profits” have
never seemed human enough to
convey the realities inherent in
their real impacts. Namely, that
the struggling members of our
society face immense physical
and psychological burdens be-
cause of these economic forces.
Suicides in Greece are rising
because of austerity measures.
There were 5,000 911 calls in
the first eight months of 2011,
compared to 2,500 for the en-








many heart attacks have been
caused by increased stress at the
end of the month? How many
children aren’t being played with
because their parents are work-
ing four jobs, or are suffering
in school because their families’
food stamps are being cut? How
many members ofour generation
are psychologically depressed be-
cause they’ve been unemployed,
or have been deemed “unemploy-
able” because they’ve been out of
a job for too long?
I hope that these social stress-
es won’t continue to build—that
we’ll be able to fix out public dis-
course in time to get our econo-
my and society on a better track.
However, given the sad state of
our affairs, I am beginning to
doubt even more seriously that
we’ll be able to do this. The cur-
rent protest will hopefully prime
our society for later, larger, more
effective protests. Anonymous at
least got it into our heads that
protesting against Wall Street is
viable.
The violent police reaction
against the Wall Street protests is
troubling. Brutality is rampant.
The videos online show unjus-
tified pepper spray usage and
calm citizens being thrown to the
ground. I’m not sure what this
means—if these are intimidation
tactics or just good old-fashioned
American police brutality.
Either way, it’s a good image
of the reason why the protests
are happening in the first place:
the powerful of our society gain-
ing some sort of perverse profit
out of everyone else’s misery. If
the image is still apt when the
time comes, I’ll see you on Wall
Street.





10 things to do at Connolly

































Lindsey Wasson | The Spectator
lastlooks
Clockwise, from top
left: Players from team
Mrs. White, played by
Sr. Veronica Lim, look
at a fallen Jr. Charles
Stoll, who is playing Mr.
Boddy, during SEAC’s
life-size Clue game





made by players. Jr.
Evan Johnson, play-
ing the roll of Sheriff
Green, shoots Jr.
Charles Stoll, know as
Mr. Boddy during game
play, in the game’s
dining room. Colonel
Mustard, acted out by
Sr. Corbin Richardson,
holds up his signature
monacle while talking to
other characters. Miss
Scarlett, played by Jr.
Rachel Whitcomb, kills
Mr. Boddy, played by Jr.
Charles Stoll, with rope.
su-spectator.com/multimedia
